Performance Contracting and Funding Professional™ Training Program

This training program is designed to educate and qualify individuals involved in energy project development, funding, and implementation. Over three days, our professional instructors will guide you through the principles and practices of the most significant and practical value to performance contracting and financing for energy projects.

This program directly aligns with the certification program’s Body of Knowledge. The instructor provides more value than only preparing individuals to take the associated exam. He brings all candidates to a base level of understanding across a wide variety of PCF topics.

What Will You Learn?
– Understand traditional project financing requirements and arrangements
– Learn the language and terminology of performance contracting
– Learn advanced evaluation techniques for financing and performance contracting options
– Learn advanced presentation techniques, as well as how to report and validate ROI metrics and benefits
– Learn to avoid funding pitfalls and shorten projects times scales

At-a-Glance
» This training program prepares attendees to take the Performance Contracting and Funding Professional™ (PCF™) exam.
» You earn 1.2 CEU | 12 PDH | 2.4 AEE Credits for completing this program.

Key Takeaways
» Work through practical examples.
» Review the various areas of the Body of Knowledge associated with AEE’s certification exam.
» Discuss how to apply what you have learned to your business and applications.
» Leave with a course workbook that will become an invaluable desk reference.

Registration
Course schedules, venue, dates, cost, eligibility, contact for details and registration information are available at education.aeecenter.org/pcf

Certification Eligibility
The prerequisites to qualify for the certification process take into account the diverse education and experience applicants may have. Each candidate must meet the required criteria at aeecenter.org/pcf